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MAYA RUINS AND THE PASSAGE OF TIME:
THE STEPHENS & CATHERWOOD PROJECT
“I consider your work one of the extraordinary contributions to Maya archaeological
illustration, and that [the composite photographs] are clearly beautiful and appealing!”
In an email to me from the late Dr. George Stuart in early 2014
JOHN LLOYD STEPHENS AND FREDERICK CATHERWOOD
John Lloyd Stephens (1805-1852) was born into a well-to-do family in Shrewsbury, New
Jersey and grew up in New York City. During his brief life he was a lawyer, a diplomat, an
explorer, and an acclaimed travel writer. Shortly before he died he became deeply involved in
planning a railroad across the Isthmus of Panama and was chosen to be President of the Panama
Railroad Company.
Stephens originally began traveling for his health. In 1836, on his way home after two
years in Europe, Russia, and the Middle East, he stopped over in London. There he met the
English architect Frederick Catherwood (1799-1854), who, like Stephens, loved travel and had a
burning passion for the world of antiquity. Catherwood was a highly accomplished artist,
architect, and draughtsman, who drew ancient monuments with accuracy and realism, eschewing
the embellishment and romanticism that was then common in the rendering of these subjects.
Reunited when Catherwood moved to New York in 1836, the pair often met at John
Russell Bartlett’s Astor House Book Shop. It was there they read the first exasperatingly
incomplete accounts of the Maya ruins of Palenque and Uxmal and saw the clearly romanticized
illustrations that accompanied them. Intrigued, Stephens and Catherwood resolved to see these
ruins for themselves as soon as practical.
The opportunity came in 1839 after Stephens’ best-selling accounts of his previous travels
gave him financial security. Then, with a combination of luck and political connections,
President Martin Van Buren appointed Stephens as a diplomat to “find the government” in
troubled Central America then torn by civil war.
In early October 1839 Stephens and Catherwood sailed from New York to Belize on their
way to the Yucatán Peninsula. They then made the arduous overland trek south to Copan in
Honduras. Upon arrival they were both stunned by the sheer grandeur of Copan’s ruins and the
intricate carving of its monuments. While Stephens supervised local workmen in the removal of
the vegetation that engulfed the ruins hiding them from view, Catherwood, though initially
overwhelmed by the intricacy of the carvings, with the aid of a camera lucida began to make the
first accurate drawings of what the clearing work revealed. In addition, he drew many views of
local landscapes and settlements. This pattern was repeated as they continued on through the
highlands of Guatemala, north to Palenque, and finally to Uxmal. By then both were plagued by
fatigue and Catherwood was ill, so they returned to New York, arriving July 31, 1840.
Just over a year later, John Lloyd Stephens finished writing his rich narrative of the journey
for the New York publisher, Harper & Brothers. The two volumes of Incidents of Travel in
Central America, Chiapas and Yucatan, with about 60 illustrations by Catherwood, appeared in
October 1841 and immediately became a bestseller.
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Their second expedition, begun on October 9, 1841, just two years after their first, took
Stephens and Catherwood to Sisal on the north coast of Yucatán, from where they had departed
for New York the previous summer. This expedition picked up where the first had left off, first
revisiting the ruins of Uxmal, and continuing on to Mayapan, Kabah, Sayil, Labna, Chichén Itzá,
Tulum, and other sites. The journey ended on May 18, 1842, when the pair departed Yucatán for
Havana and the United States.
The narrative of this second expedition, again profusely illustrated by Catherwood,
appeared in late 1842 as Incidents of Travel in Yucatan. Like its predecessor, these two volumes
on Yucatán and the northern Maya lowlands sold tens of thousands of copies and went through
more than a dozen editions in the first few months after publication. Both sets of Incidents of
Travel… have been in continuous publication since. To put this into perspective, the other
American authors who were Stephens’ contemporaries and whose books have also been
continuously in print are Washington Irving, Edgar Allan Poe, and James Fennimore Cooper.
In 1844, Catherwood chose 25 of his own favorites from the many illustrations he had
made on both expeditions and published a limited edition of “Views of Ancient Monuments . . .”,
a magnificent folio of colored lithographs.
As an observer of the Maya world in the mid-nineteenth century, Stephens had no equal.
Indeed, his written works on the ruined cities he and Catherwood explored are eminently
readable even today. His pair of two-volume sets of books on his travels and discoveries in
Mexico and Central America is well written, lively, and engaging with a very human touch.
They are classics not only of travel literature, but also as descriptions of a rural society virtually
unknown by the rest of the world. They are full of observations and insights that have held up
well with the passage of time. Not only did Stephens and Catherwood explore in detail – and
superbly illustrate – the extent and grandeur of the ancient Maya cities, their work also brought
the living Maya people and their land to life in scenes that range from elegant Mérida social
events to the rural life of the peninsula in general—the farms, ranches, village churches, and the
struggles for water in a fragile tropical environment.
Rather than imposing a condescending Eurocentric judgment on what he found – which
would have been quite typical for the time – Stephens readily and repeatedly acknowledged that
his discoveries and explorations reflected a civilization fully as advanced as those that created
the great cities of ancient Europe and the Middle East. And yet the ruined cities that he and
Catherwood discovered were from a culture and civilization whose existence were virtually
unknown to the rest of the world.
As examples of the prescient nature of his observations and intelligent guesses, consider
the following quote from Stephens about the pyramids at Copan:
“Probably the whole was not erected at the same time, but additions were made and
statues erected by different kings, or, perhaps, in commemoration of important events in
the history of the city.”
He not only recognized that the Maya hieroglyphics comprised a written language, but in
observing the inscription on the top of altar Q at Copan and the figure carvings on its side, he
wrote:
“…the top is divided into thirty-six tablets of hieroglyphics, which beyond doubt record
some event in the history of the mysterious people who once inhabited the city… Each
of the two principal figures is seated cross-legged, in the Oriental fashion, on a
hieroglyphic, which probably designates his name and office, or character… Between
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the two principal personages is a remarkable cartouche, containing two hieroglyphics
well preserved, which reminded us strongly of the Egyptian method of giving the names
of the kings or heroes in whose honour monuments were erected.”
Recall that both he and Catherwood had spent time among the Egyptian ruins.
And, finally, on Copan, he writes:
“One thing I believe, that its history is graven on its monuments. No Champollion has
yet brought to them the energies of his inquiring mind. Who shall read them?”
Who indeed!
Frederick Catherwood left no written record of his impressions of the ruined buildings and
monuments that he so carefully drew – except for the brief Introduction to his magnificent
“Views of Ancient Monuments …”. In it he writes:
“The results arrived at by Mr. Stephens and myself, are briefly…that they are not
of immemorial antiquity, the work of unknown races; but that, as we now see them, they
were occupied and possibly erected by the Indian tribes in possession of the country at
the time of the Spanish conquest; that they are the production of an indigenous school
of art, adapted to the natural circumstances of the country, and to the civil and
religious polity then prevailing, and that they present but very slight and accidental
analogies with the works of any people or country in the Old World [my emphasis].”
The two other great civilizations of the New World – the Aztecs and the Incas – were far
better known 170 years ago than the Maya, probably because of the vast amounts of gold and
silver that the Spanish Conquistadores sent back to Europe as pillage and the fact that these two
cultures – unlike the Maya - were each concentrated around a single major center – Cuzco for the
Incas and what is now Ciudad de México for the Aztecs.
However, it is because the Mayas had a rich written language that today, more than a
century and a half after the epic journeys of Stephens and Catherwood, we have a far more
detailed picture of their history than we do for the Incas or the Aztecs. We have learned about
the ancient Maya’s high degree of sophistication and skill in architecture, sculpture and painting;
their complex written language and calendar system; the histories of their city-states and rulers;
and their religious beliefs and customs. This great historical record now provides the living Maya
with a tangible cultural history and roots extending back over the past two millennia. Millions of
present day Maya still live near their ancient cities (as Stephens himself correctly surmised) and,
today, over much of the rest of the Americas.
THE STEPHENS AND CATHERWOOD PROJECT
At the end of 1998, I began a project to photograph the Maya ruins drawn by Catherwood
and written up in Stephens’ books. I initially wanted to show the effects of the passage of time
on the ruins and to establish the accuracy of Catherwood’s drawings; their accuracy would,
obviously, be important in determining the changes that the passage of time had wrought on the
ruins. I pre-visualized how to display this passage of time as a superposition of a semitransparent version of the engravings made from Catherwood’s drawings on top of my
photographs. To do this properly I needed to determine where Catherwood stood when he did
his drawings with a camera lucida and then photograph from that spot.
I wanted the photographs to “illuminate” the engravings and wash them with color. I also
felt that this approach would have a general visual appeal that would extend beyond the
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particular subject of any specific photograph. Part I of my exhibit, at the Gallery of the Mexican
Consulate, emphasizes this visual aspect. Part II at M.A.R.I. examines in some detail the
passage of time by presenting Catherwood’s engravings and color lithographs next to my
photographs.
My initial trip to the Yucatán was quite successful. I did extensive work at ten of their sites
in the Maya Lowlands, spending up to a week at each of the larger ones such as Uxmal, Tulum,
and Chichén Itzá. I also visited nine more sites not on their itinerary, and of whose existence
they most likely were unaware, including what is now considered to have been one of the largest
and most powerful of the Maya cities, Calakmul.
Over several return trips to the Maya heartland in Mexico, Honduras, and Guatemala, I
visited almost every site that Stephens and Catherwood did, as well as many others that they had
not, and photographed nearly every structure, statue, or carving that Catherwood had drawn.
Several of his subjects were no longer in situ, but in museums. These too were photographed. In
only a very few cases did I have to give up on a potential subject because the relevant area was
so overgrown that I could not locate what they had seen and written about. I now have
transparencies corresponding to nearly 200 of Catherwood’s drawings.
From the very beginning I could see that Catherwood’s drawings were remarkably accurate
and detailed representations of his subjects. His use of the camera lucida was clearly critical in
achieving his level of accuracy and realism (as I will describe elsewhere, it is not clear that the
photographic apparatus they had with them on their second expedition increased the accuracy of
the drawings). This made it easy to determine what changes the ruins had undergone over a
century and a half. Often they were for the better due to the efforts of a succession of Mexican,
Honduran, and Guatemalan governments and archeological expeditions at restoration and
preservation. In some cases, though, the buildings were in a greater state of decay than they
were when Catherwood drew them.
In addition to photographing buildings and objects illustrated in his books, I also
photographed subjects to illustrate other parts of Stephens’ narrative, both directly and abstractly,
and for their purely visual appeal. Stephens was such a diligent and astute observer that even for
the latter photographs, I would usually find an appropriate passage to go with the image upon
rereading his books.
My appreciation of the ruins is overwhelmingly visual, both in terms of the structures
themselves – their geometric proportions, their elegance of design, and their harmony – and their
physical setting, the likes of which I have not seen elsewhere on my travels. Having made these
disclaimers, I will note questions that occurred to me and for which I could not readily find
answers to in the literature.
There are several obvious cases where a particular Maya building has fallen into a state of
much greater ruin since drawn by Catherwood. Examples are the circular building at Mayapan
whose top has largely collapsed; the upper front and center of what is now referred to as
Building 20 at Tulum; and the structures extending outwards from the Labna Arch, visible
especially on Catherwood’s drawing of the outer side of the arch. Good examples of the
converse are evident in restorations at Uxmal such as the House of the Turtles and the
spectacular frieze on the east side of the west building of the Nunnery Quadrangle. How much,
if at all, did this restoration work rely on Catherwood’s’ drawings? Can the restoration work of a
structure be traced via the existing record of historical photographs? In at least one case that I
photographed, a relief sculpture at Santa Rosa Xtampac (not shown here), the restored work bore
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little resemblance to Catherwood’s drawing. Also, what areas of which sites seem to be falling
apart the most rapidly and should future restoration work be focused on these areas?
As I worked with the photographs and the engravings I noticed the close commonality of
motifs, themes, and architectural embellishments at different sites. How did this commonality
come about? Were there itinerant monument builders? Was it through the now lost books that
existed in large numbers before being destroyed by the Conquistadores and their fellowtravelling men of the cloth? Did the Mayas hold multi-city conferences (such as this one) during
which construction and design ideas were exchanged? Examples of commonality were noted by
Stephens himself, such as Chac masks, triangular arches, the human head in a serpents mouth
carving, and the skull and cross bones carvings.
TECHNICAL COMMENTS ON THE PHOTOGRAPHY,
CATHERWOOD’S ENGRAVINGS, AND THE DISPLAYED IMAGES
I used a succession of Nikon cameras and lenses from wide angle to short telephoto.
Images were captured on Kodachrome and Velvia transparency film. On particularly dark days I
would use high speed Sensia since at several sites tripod were not allowed. The slides were
digitized with a Nikon Super Coolscan 5000 and processed in Adobe Lightroom and Photoshop.
In only a very few cases were alterations of any significance done to the images; nearly all of
these “fixes” involved the removal of people or the removal of ropes and barriers around
structures. In several of his drawings Catherwood included in human figures. For these, and
when people were present in my corresponding photographs, I left them in as the resulting
composite print of engraving and photograph gives the figures a spectral quality in keeping with
the concept of the passage of time.
To effectively superimpose Catherwood’s drawings on my photographs, I needed early
editions of Stephens’ books with prints made directly from steel plate engravings of the original
drawings. Any other form of reproduction would not hold up to digitization and subsequent
enlargement corresponding to the size of my photographic images. I examined several mid-19th
century editions of the books to find the best versions for comparison with the photographs.
Interestingly, a number of the engravings were noticeable different in English and American
editions. High-resolution scans of the engravings were made with an Epson V750.
I used Photoshop to superimpose the digitized scan of an engraving onto the corresponding
photograph. Considerable work was required to correct for differences in perspective, location,
etc. no matter how careful I was to locate myself when taking the photograph. For example, as is
well known, short focus lenses stretch the perspective of an image while long focus ones
compress it. Generally, the presence of strong horizontal and vertical lines was the key to
achieving correspondence between the engraving and the photograph. Typically, the effect that I
had pre-visualized, whereby the photograph would “illuminate” the engraving from behind and
wash it with color, was achieved by having the transparency of the overlying engraving set to
around 50%.
Most of the prints were made on an Epson SP3880, the remainder on an Epson R1900. For
the color prints I used Epson Exhibition Fiber and Ultra Premium Luster papers. The
reproductions of Catherwood black and white engravings were made on Epson Hot Press Bright
paper. All of the materials used for printing, mounting, and matting are of archival quality.
The captions accompanying the images in these exhibits have quotes from Stephens’
writings and his description of Catherwood drawings. These quotes were taken from either the
readily available 1963 Dover Publications edition of Incidents of Travel in Yucatán (ITY) or
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Dover’s 1969 edition of Incidents of Travel in Central America Chiapas and Yucatan (ITCA).
On the captions for the M.A.R.I. exhibit I explicitly draw attention to the effects of the passage
of time on the subjects of the photographs and drawings. On these captions I also indicate the
initial results of the work I am doing in tracking down historical images that can fill the time gap
between Catherwood’s drawings and my photographs. A full accounting of this work together
with references will be given elsewhere.
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